### Instructional Books

- **Start Playing Chess** by Rosalyn B. Katz
- **How to Play Chess for Kids: Simple Strategies to Win!** by Jessica E. Martin
- **Chess for Children** by Murray Chandler and Helen Milligan
- **Starting Chess** by Harriet Castor
- **Let's Play Chess!: A Step-by-Step Guide for Beginners** by Bruce Pandolfini
- **Chess for Kids** by Michael Basman
- **Chess: From First Moves to Checkmate** by Daniel King
- **Power Chess for Kids: Learn How to Think Ahead and Become One of the Best Players in Your School** by Charles Hertan
- **Chess Tactics for Kids** by Murray Chandler
- **Chess Strategy for Kids** by Thomas Engqvist
- **Chess Puzzles for Kids** by Murray Chandler

### Biography

- **The Queen of Katwe: One Girl’s Triumphant Path to Becoming a Chess Champion** by Tim Crothers
- **Queen of Katwe [DVD]**
- **My Name Is Tani ... and I Believe in Miracles** by Tani Adewumi

### Fiction

- **Chess Rumble** by G. Neri
- **Focused** by Alyson Gerber

### For Parents, Caregivers, Others (Learn together!)

- **A Primer of Chess** by José Capablanca
- **Play Winning Chess** by Yasser Seirawan and Jeremy Silman

For more titles on Chess, click [here](#).
To view a list of these titles in our catalog, click [here](#).